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Im a bad person ;_;
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Chapter 1 - Im badddd!
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1 - Im badddd!
1) Listening to Marliyn Manson songs?
2) ;_;
3) throwing things in class?
4) Making tiny signs that read "Corey P. Rapes baby Goats!" and showing them to people and dropping
them in the hallways?
5) For kicking a fat girls arse?
6) for throwing cheese Blocks at people at lunch?
7) For cussing out my neighbor then dropping a dead possum on their porch?
8)For pushing my friend John into the Kanawa river?
9)For calling my Freind Corey Afroman when he had an afro, and then when he shaved it off, "Q-tip"?
10)For, every moring before the teacher arrived, turning the sign outside of homebase that reads
"BRING YOUR LITERATURE BOOK TO CLASS!"" upsidedown?
11) for making this list?
12) For peing generally bad?
13) For impersonating a British person?
14) for cutting a hole in the neighbors screen door and letting their kitten out, and it gets run over by a
car?
15) For hoarding food in my room?
16) For thinking the EDMONDS SUX
17) Being a rabid fangirl of anime parings on fanart-central.net?
18) Just because?
19) My brain doesnt work and I get mad alot?
20) Because I did all of the above? ^(o_o)^

21) Seceretaly chugging cokes repetetaly in the bathroom when I cant have anymore coke for the day?
22) I STOLE THE COOKIES FROM THE COOKIE JAR! I CONFESS!
23)^(O_O)^ I'M INNOCENT I TELL YOU!
24) For loving Penguins?
25) Burning CDs?
26) Breaking the microwave?
27)Because I can be?
28)Calling some high schooler who, in fact, plays Pokemon a "looser n00b with no life"?
29) Having dreams rabid Albino Black Sheep? (
30) scratching my DS on accident?
31) Only sleeping with one blanket in spite of an extremely cold room?
32) Writing things on my walls?
33)>_>
34) For yelling at my 3 year old cousin for trying to break into my bedroom?
35) Being a bad influence?
36) >_
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